THE TOP 4 THINGS YOU
CAN DO RIGHT NOW AT
YOUR DEALERSHIP TO
EMPOWER your sales,
RETAIN customers and
INCREASE your business.

IN TODAY’S TIMES,
IT’S NO LONGER ENOUGH TO JUST BE
AWARE OF CURRENT INDUSTRY TRENDS.
It’s time to respond to and leverage them to empower
your sales, retain customers and increase new business.
The Automotive Industry shifted into DRIVE (and quickly!) over the past year,
especially when it came to having to develop, implement and utilize new
technology and strategies to generate business.
What caused the industry to move forward, and quickly?
Changing consumer sentiment and behavior. Tied to the many current events such
as the war in Ukraine, natural disasters, COVID variants and uncertainty, inflation both
abroad and domestically, consumer sentiment and behavior has been affected. As a
result it changed their buying patterns.
Your dealership is probably also facing many new or unique challenges. Inventory
constraints, increased operating costs, unique market conditions, COVID business
conditions and labor shortages are just a few of the issues you’re having to figure out
how to navigate.
But by examining the top economic trends in the automotive industry, you’ll discover
ways to leverage them to become a DEAL DOER to stay ahead of the curve and
continue to drive your business forward.

HERE FOR DEAL DOERS.

TAKE A DEEPER LOOK

AT THE TOP 4

ECONOMIC AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY TRENDS
After reviewing some of the research and statistics
surrounding them, you’ll have a roadmap of how to
not only combat the current economic challenges
but continue to drive your business forward to
stay a step ahead in today’s times.
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TREND 1: CURRENT SUPPLY CHAIN
AND CHIP SHORTAGE ISSUES
It’s not getting better anytime soon – and consumers know it.
Recent events such as the Ukrainian invasion, surge in COVID cases
in China and the earthquake/tsunami in Japan and the recent chip
shortage and supply chain challenges continue to pose vehicle
production challenges.

Customers are very aware.

They are more in-tune to how these
events affect every aspect of their life
more than ever before, especially when
it comes to shopping for a car.

However, they are still shopping.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO STAY IN FRONT
OF CUSTOMERS
AND THE TREND.

FACTS AND STATS THAT MATTER

About 1 in 3 of consumers
are likely to pre-order their
vehicles and expect delivery
to take about 10 weeks.

Nearly 2 in 3 consumers
believe pre-orders are
the new normal for future
vehicle purchases.

50+% of consumers expect
the chip shortage to continue
6+ months. More than 1/3 think
it will be more than a year.

Consumers are still feeling like it’s a “seller’s market” when it comes to
the automotive industry in the midst of a chip shortage — from increased
prices to inventory shortages and longer delivery times.
Resources: Chip Shortage Infographic
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HOW DEALERS CAN
OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES
BE PREPARED AND HAVE OPTIONS FOR SHOPPERS
HAVE OPTIONS:

Consumers are shopping based on what is available, not necessarily what they want, but they
don’t have to. While it’s hard to keep enough new and used inventory on the lot, you can help
patient shoppers find the perfect fit by pre-ordering.

PROVIDE A SMOOTH PROCESS:

Buying in this market is not an easy process for consumers - being PREPARED and ensuring you
have the best tools to make their experience as seamless as possible is helping dealers stay in
front of and alongside customers during the buying process. With a smoother process online
you’ll be able to connect with and close more deals.

ONLINE ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE:
•
•
•
•

Update your inventory regularly
Ensure descriptions are accurate
Verify pricing is correct
Provide exact financing terms

THE DEAL DOERS SOLUTION
Want help make the buying process a more informed one for your customer?
Autotrader and Kelley Blue Book® suite products, such as Digital Retailing, Instant Cash Offer
and My Wallet all give the customer the most accurate pricing, and all the tools they need for a
seamless experience.

Want to connect with more shoppers who can’t find what they’re looking for?
On Autotrader, the New Car Custom Order tool connects shoppers who aren’t finding the right fit with
dealerships looking for customer order leads. It’s a way to give shoppers more options without having
the inventory on your lot.
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TREND 2: CONSUMER BEHAVIOR IS
CHANGING — INSIGHTS ON WEBSITE
& VEHICLE DETAIL PAGE TRAFFIC
There are ways for you to stay top of mind and increase
your visibility online during a consumers online shopping
experience even during changing and distracting times.
Recently consumers seem to be breaking the internet with queries for the
term Ukraine. When something like this happens, Google calls it “distracted
queries,” as people search to find news and information on current events
instead of their usual shopping/commerce queries. These “distracted queries”
cause a decline in almost every other search category.

Now, couple that with the added changes and confusion on how to navigate
the new changes. This has caused the path to purchase to become more
disjointed than usual — however, consumers still need cars and

are searching online for them.

FACTS AND STATS
THAT MATTER:
The Short-Term Effect of
“Distracted Queries”: Shoppers’
attention spans are splintered.

“Distracted Queries” aren’t
stopping the shopping.
Looking at the big picture,
car research has only increased
over the past 13 months.
Organic New Car Shopping Visits on KBB.com
3M

• Used Car Queries YOY*
• Used Car Queries on 3rd-party
Sites like Autotrader
What’s your dealership experiencing? While searches
for used cars or new cars are down, it’s important
to know how to navigate times shoppers might be
distracted, so you can stand out among competitors.
for the week of 3/20/22

*
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2M
1M

2,417,596
1,432,497
FEB 2021

FEB 2022

THAT’S A 68.8% YEAR
OVER YEAR INCREASE!

HOW DEALERS CAN
OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES
KEEP A SHOPPER’S FOCUS WITH THE RIGHT MESSAGES,
CUSTOMIZED CONTENT AND RETARGETING ONLINE
While shoppers might be distracted, they are still online. It’s important now more than ever to help
them keep their focus.
Create the right messaging — does your dealership ensure your messaging is not only
engaging, but accurate?
Customized content for your ideal customer — do you make sure your content is highly
visible as well as crafted to evoke a desired action from the customer?
Incorporate retargeting with your ads, website and online content — do you implement
retargeting practices and monitor them frequently to make sure they are performing?
Do they need to be adjusted?

These tactics will help shoppers come back into the funnel if they stray off course.

THE DEAL DOERS SOLUTION
Want help making the buying process a more informed one for your customer?
Autotrader and Kelly Blue Book offer ways to help you easily achieve this goal. For example,
Advanced Ads display advertising will leverage offsite exposure to bring customers back to your VDPs.
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TREND 3: RECORD AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY PRICES FOR NEW AND USED
VEHICLES AND EMERGING EV TRENDS
Increased costs are NOT stopping shoppers; however,
increased gas prices are causing an emerging EV trend.
Despite supply constraints and inflation woes, we see continued strength in
consumer behavior on Autotrader and KBB.com. Cox Auto household data,
which has been examining shoppers over the past 90 days, shows that not only
are we seeing increases in new car and CPO shopping, but that consumers are
researching higher price points.

Although rising gas prices are making shoppers take a different look at
hybrids and EV vehicles, it’s had little influence on the brands shoppers are
considering. While shoppers are certainly curbing behavior in many

ways, buying cars is still a priority.

FACTS AND STATS THAT MATTER
CPO

New Vehicle

+13%

+4%

Used Vehicle

-4%

Households shopping New Vehicle and CPO
have increased YoY (+4% and +13% respectively),
while Used Vehicles decreased slightly (-4%).

Interestingly, households
considering vehicles over
$100K are up 76% YoY.

$40K 30%
YoY

Shopping for $40k+ vehicles
is up 30% YoY representing
12% of car shopping
(up from 8% last year).

Comparing March month-to-date to January (before the gas price hike),
we’ve seen double digits increases for fuel efficient segments:
increase in EV New Car Visits,
largely driven by an increase
in Non-Lux EV SUVs
(+107% increase vs January!)
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of consumers
are considering
switching vehicle
brands

increase in
Hybrid New
Car Visits

HOW DEALERS CAN
OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES
BE PRESENT THROUGHOUT THE SHOPPERS JOURNEY
Shoppers are still out there. They need help navigating the new world.
They want access to the right and most up-to-date information.
• How often is your online information and inventory updated?
• How often do you complete an online audit of the information you are providing to make
sure it is up to date?
• Is the information you are providing clear and match what your customer is looking for
in order to take the next step?
They desire clear leasing or purchase terms for those looking for different options.
• How often are your leasing and purchase terms updated and are they up to date?
• Do they provide different options and move a shopper along the buying process seamlessly?
• When a shopper is ready to complete the purchase, do the lease and purchase terms
match exactly what they were provided online?

THE DEAL DOERS SOLUTION
Want help making the buying process a more informed one for your customer?
Enabling digital retail solutions such as My Wallet, Accelerate My Deal and Digital Retailing will give
shoppers the most accurate financial information to give them the best guidance for their shopping journey.
Beat your competition when it comes to shoppers who are considering EVs thanks to the higher gas prices.
Kelley Blue Book® Instant Cash Offer can help you acquire those used hybrid and EV vehicles.
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TREND 4: INDUSTRY TRENDS ON
MEDIA AD SPEND
It’s still important to have visibility and to stay in front
of your customers during the buying journey - keep
spending to keep your customer pipeline full.
Good news! Consumers are shopping despite the obstacles.
They still need cars and there still is demand. But their behaviors
are constantly changing, especially with current events in the
forefront, so your communication strategy should adapt as
their needs evolve. This is not just in the automotive industry,
prioritizing online visibility is important to most businesses. Time
after time, we see that when companies pull back, and don’t pivot
with their marketing strategy, they lose share — and fast.

FACTS AND STATS THAT MATTER
Overall, projected media ad spending
continues to GROW.
Total Media Ad Spending

2020 vs. 2021 Media Mix

US, 2022-2026

$345.99

2022

$378.67

2023

$411.47

$435.62

2024

Source: eMarketer, march 2022

2025

$556M

$905M

2020

2021

$454.85

2026
B-B

Display

OLV

OOH

Radio

Search

Social

TV

* Spend includes AT/KBB
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HOW DEALERS CAN
OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES
BE SMART ABOUT YOUR SPEND
Optimize! Optimize! Optimize! Now, it’s more important than ever to effectively use your data to ensure your
ad spend is as efficient as possible. When you have the right messaging, you can increase sales and help
your ideal customer along in the buying process by making sure you’re staying in front of them.

Top tips to maximize your media ad spend:
Monitor your ad spend and your results. This should be something that’s done often. Analytics
should be looked at closely to see how the ad is not only performing, but tying to your set call to
action to deliver real results.
Stay ahead of changing privacy and data regulations. Many dealers are pulling back from media
ad spend until it “sorts out;” however, by staying abreast of those changes and making timely
media ad modifications to be within compliance, you will actually be optimized and primed for
increased exposure.
Identify and influence upper and mid-funnel shoppers. Include lifestyle messaging that leans less
aspirational and more pragmatic, focusing on securing mindshare during this period of availability,
affordability, and utility confusion. Appealing to the “perfect fit” perception that addresses the
concerns associated with current events secures first-to-mind preference when the shopper moves
from consideration to selection.

THE DEAL DOERS SOLUTION
Want help make the buying process a more informed one for your customer?
Tools like nVision and Buying Signals will allow you to make sure you are reaching the right customers
and advertising in the right ways. Leverage the Analyze Inventory report in nVision to turn your vehicles
faster and Buying signals to tailor your message and know what customers are shopping for.
You can use your Spotlights to highlight the most cars in demand and leverage Market Extension to
advertise outside your market, so you are getting the most reach.
Make sure you have someone trained on these tools and consistently looking at them on a weekly basis.
And call your rep — we’re here to help!
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WE’RE HERE FOR
THE DEAL DOERS

Ready to empower your sales, retain more
customers and increase your business?
If so, connect with one of our Autotrader team
members TODAY so that you can continue to drive
your dealership forward by clicking HERE.

